
NAZIS USA the Forcing Injustice in Era of Having Revealed Truth .2018/9/26

Main actor in world politics is USA,however USA is not unique,but divided to NAZIS incarnated

(global ruler)and the Opposer power.The former caused 9/11 and following false flag wars in

Middle East and hided climate crisis toward operation EndGame. They has been causing

global chaos(false flag terror and wars,intercepting climate fixing)toward Apocaliptic world in

order only to conserve their ancient ruling regime.<<Revolution is more terrible than

defeating war,...Konoe wartime leader of Japan imperial>>.Thus our enemy ruled by very
minor,but the highest is unique and only,while we the overwhelming mass folks has been
defeating due to no awareness on the decisive truth(toward victory),internal betraying and

splitting(without strong large scale unite).

[１]:NAZIS is not dead,but alive as CIA-Media-War Complex.
NAZIS was established to destroy global opposer power against invisible autocratic ruling

regime of nobility and wealthiest by injecting horrifying eugenics Ideology,propaganda

technology and finance.Rockefeller and Wall-street is told decisive role for NAZIS.

NAZIS is not dead,but alive as CIA-Media-War Complex after the war due to the operation
Paperclip.After all,defeated German(American)’s strong hatred against Jew had caused

silent,but strong and big scale of revenge toward establish atheism world of disorder.
Now people had become known fatal facts the 9/11 with following false flag wars and

coming climate hell.Especially it’s that actual ruler is not visible offiicial government,

but invisible deep state ruled by the emperor and subordinate(elites the establishment).
Now their ruling had become facing crisis due to beginning of Trump presidency who is

revolutional against the global ruling by the absurd anachronism ideology.

People and nation are those who should be exploited by elite the hereditary supremacist.

Setting enemy toward perpetual war for global hegemony winning.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

Thus inevitable collision of deception and fact had begun.Then enemy would take strategy

of strong forcing against the opposers by large and perpetual fake propaganda (established

media)and by invisible violences.It’s unprecedented crisis and also chance of us now.

Because we people has overwhelming mass collective power to win without violence,but
with global united power with decisive truth.Once we would have decided to make global

strike,their ruling regime would not act.Note Trump presidency USA at now is incomplete

due to lack of real supporting,but now only populism of opposing globalism ruling.Once

recognition and supporting method was more developed toward complete turning of the evil

globalism, the world would really be fixed for global salvation.In order to accomplish it,we

must make more the R&D with propaganda for the great purpose.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm


[２]:How to Make Global United Actions against the Evil Power.
This is the most heavy duty problem to solve,so also you must critique and modify

author’s incorrect views in order to accomplish complete global agreement.
It is task of study and decision on true or false toward strong global consensus.

⑴True Appearance of the Enemy<The Crooked Spirit in High Place>.
At first,we must know real enemy’s appearance,if not so,we could not win.Coarsely to tell,

It is long historical class struggle between theist(democratic Jew,..)and atheist(autocratic

European hereditary nobility,..→Rockefeller,UK imperial,..).NAZIS was established to
destroy Jew Power by USA support (Rockefeller the wealthiest supremacist who hated Jew

the revolutionist race).Certainly NAZIS was superficially defeated by democratic ally,

however their survived military men with war technology was secretly imported to USA in

order to establish CIA-military industry complex(Eisenhower 1962).

After Kenedy era,they had become invisible dominant power not only in USA,but also in the

world.Finally they seemed to have succeeded to win global ruling by so called operation

Condor(south America)and operation Gradio(Europe).Also Asia and Africa may have been
ruled by them.It is so called American Imperialism which caused unprecedented economic

prosperity in USA in order not to make people notice their actual ruler .It is nothing,but best

safety guard for American emperor who had monopolized almost America’s wealth.Top

secret of America are outstanding historical economical prosperity by driving the people

hard working for their gorgeous life in strong competitive society and to get big military tax

and not to notice actual enemy.It ca be entirely told nothing,but only conspiring to defend his

highest status stability.While European had established good social welfare nation in order

not to compete with USA and not to notice actual enemy.While Japan were grown up to be

complement nation for USA in military,goods product and finance.While also other nations

were suppressed to be exploited nations by USA.It is CIA(military)who survey and suppress

opposers in those nations. CIA(military)is essentially private safe guard only for the

emperor,but not for people.

http://www.777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Escape-from-Global-Slavery-by-CIA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
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⑵Israel Was Made for Degrading both Jew and Muslim the Atheists.
The most unstable factor in now world may be Middle East with the singular Israel.

NAZIS executed unprecedented persecution against Jew such as Holocaust and forced

them to establish illegal nation Israel in Middle East the land of Muslim.As the consequence,
the absurd long time disputes had begun toward causing and increasing strong hatred

between Muslim and Jew.Then international society are sympathetic for weaker Palestinian,

while Israelite has been being accused for illegal invasions.Then note ideology of people’s
liberation from barbarian autocratic ruling in ancient time was created by Jewish religion

(Moses to Judaism and Christianism).It is them who bring us democracy,while we not Jew
has been discriminating them.It is awful absurdity of us causing long historical persecution

against them.Now Israel had become betrayal to be friendly with NAZIS reincarnate USA.

Then Trump the pro Israel determined Palestine as metropolis of Israel which had caused

more trouble with Muslim.After all,the final and everlasting reconciliation between Israel and

Muslim nation is nothing,but their co-living together,which was once Einstein told.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf

NAZIS is not dead,but alive as CIA-Media-War Complex after the war due to the operation

Paperclip.After all,defeated German(American)’s strong hatred against Jew had caused

silent,but strong and big scale of revenge toward establish atheism world of disorder.
Above is top page paragraph.Certainly once they had become hatred with each other,

however Israel is curious to be friendly with military industry complex in USA(the NAZIS

reincarnated).Certainly Israel at now could not survive without support by the NAZIS.Israel

has been keeping desperate dispute with Palestine and neighbour nations and the

momentum would not cease for the time being due to nothing essential reconciliation

method. After all,Israel would be destined to die as bad race,but not holy race.In the current

momentum,the world would be exterminated by climate hell in about 2040.It may be final

answer for historical atheism German hatred against theism Jew.This should be called

second religious Holocaust to massacre Jew in the long historical religious struggle.

ISIS with false terror attack and suicide bombing was created by NAZIS USA to be

pseudo enemy of US military and propaganda icon that Islamism is extreme-ism and cruel

without mercy. Owing to this awful news,people USA and Europe had become hatred

against Islamists,which turned to be persecution against refugee of Arab people.Thus 9/11

was conspired to invade the nations and also to degrade Islamism in the world.

http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf
http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf
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Thus NAZIS USA has been entirely causing the world toward atheism one with disorder.

German seems invisibly and deeply crooked due to conscious of their awful destiny to be

abandoned by God.In the past what they did are something cursed.They can not be,but with

perpetual war against other races.In any time,they has been those who made trouble in

domestic and abroad.In modern era,those were world war the 1st and 2nd. In USA,

Rockefeller German American the wealthiest had established Standard Oil and

insidiously,but largely monopolize America,which now had turned to be earth destroying

enterprise by climate collapse.Even though,they could not launch salvation method,but

hided and secretly suppress oil cut policy(upside down the sign of cursed).Above all,they

once tried to exterminate holy race Jew(the unprecedented most sin) by awful hatred.

After all,higher pride they could not correct own defects and errors,but try to force

momentum deeds,which can not help,but encounter something big catastrophe.The cursed

common point of both Jew and German are World Ruling Race now and also Apocalyptist.

Perhaps,both they had been crooked in the outrageous severe long history.It is tragedy that

their final reconciliation is double suicide in climate.What is wrong and how to fix ??.

☞:The new-testament may be easier to understand,while the old is not for author.

He may be not well understand what the old testament wish to tell us.

⑶Now economic prosperity is not only for our pleasure,but also for
massive death drug toward climate hell(OPERATION ENDGAME).

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyn Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

⒜Economy and deadly Climate Deception.
Once people had accomplish minimum economy of saving foods and housing,then

they were to seek more economy for vanity competition such as gorgeous life goods and

building.Thus any recent advanced nation became very similar with their urban fashion,

while massive oil consumption economy had caused climate change and now it had had

become to reveal globally awful appearance of strong heat wave,strong flood and typhoon

in 2018.Evidently damage intensity and frequency has been increasing year by year.

In order to recover stable climate,atmospheric CO2 must urgently be pull down,while the

actuality is upside down of increasing.Then note annual policy maker meeting of UN COP

is entirely and awfully fake to deceive and exterminate global population,Because the

deadly climate fact<climate agenda> (A,B)has been hiding.(A,B)is the main theme at here.

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm


A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK) proposed

the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

You are not climate expert,so above matters may be not easy to affirm.However climate

experts once had become desperate in negotiation with politician for climate fixing policy .

It is also certain,EXXON-MOBIL had caused climate scientists IPCC crooked .It was their

deadly mistake that they once thought they can persuade them.But their-selves global

disclosing and declaring of climate wartime emergency is decisive to turn the world.

It is only doctor who can declare patient to go hospital for urgent operation !!,

Following is awful ideology of the elites who conspire climate change as final survival war

toward supremacism realizing.Then note Alex Johns himself never refer to climate at all.

⒝operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
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⒞Economy Life Assurance is Possible by Global Political Unite.
Note effective climate policy(AB)never allow keeping old economy regime anymore.
Thereby business society hate climate policy for saving imminent company management.

However it is this that has been causing our world heading climate hell.Climate regime

change never vanish enterprise activity,but reform toward new energy one the large scale

market.It could be even wartime boom for some kind of enterprise,while some would be lost.

Then most peoples concern may be fear for job losing.However climate war time
declaration by all the nation enable nation people’s life assurance.Unless it,war operation
never act. It is unconditional national payment for all people’s minimum life assurance.

It is also called BASIC INCOME for all the nation people ,which never need big tax rise.

Because corporate can decrease payment for the same amount of Basic Income.

However few increasing is necessary for increasing jobless family count(＝jobless rate≪1).

⑷How to Accomplish Climate Wartime Regime.
⒜In the beginning is global climate wartime declaration and the consensus.
Note the climate strategy(AB)is scientifical fact,as for which,none scientist could deny.
It must simultaneously be also global declaration of unconditional cease fire at any

region.Thus military could change to that of climate war.Absurd weapon budget could

change to that of climate.

The global cost is coarsely estimated trillion dollars,which could be fund for establishing

General Head Quater for climate war the world wide.

⒝the GHQ function
Supervisor of global climate policy implementation,R&D for climate technology,

⒞GHQ divisions at each nation.
Domestic and international task management.

⒟This ⑷problem is too heavy problem for author,the coarse discussion are here.

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
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[３]:Possible Interference and the Countermeasure.
It is due to only the evil who has been intercepting world

of justice,truth,and humanity.Because such world
never allow autocracy by hereditary nobility and wealthiest.
They have entirely been obsessing status decline

<wicked sprit in high place in the Bible>.
Note another big fatal problem of being of

betrayal the elites in the established regime.

Our problem may depend on their mind change

and rigid ourselve’s massive strong unite with a truth.

⑴Making Global Unite depend on the TRUTH with Communication Network.
⑵Leaders with strong R&D supporters.

⑶Possible interference are faking noise on truth and network intercepting to break the Unite

Everybody must study on the TRUTH and discuss colleague to make strong Unite.
There would be insidious interferences,which must be overcome with TRUTH and with
Strong Unite.

⑷A Method of Rapid Solidarity Making with a TRUTH<the principle>.
If you could not find someone outstanding leader,then you must be !!...Jew Merchant.

⒜Decisive Evidence of Accomplishing Unique and only TRUTH.
In general,unifying of many opinions is not easy,however note that any realized event in past

and future is unique and only.That is,fact is never be double image simultaneously.This is

called non-contradictoriness.In our visible matter world,event A and not A never be realized

simultaneously.However there are two type of event complete causality(Goedel

Completeness Theorem)and probabilistic(Goedel Incompleteness Theorem)as for event
result from a cause.Off course,frequent troublesome matter is the latter.However there is
unique statistical theory must exist.Then judgment Yes or No depends on probability value
＊Completeness Theorem：A true proposition is provable(to be unique).

Incompleteness Theorem：There is proposition not deterministic in non-contradiction theory.

However it is that not deterministic is probabilistic.Then theory becomes statistical.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf

FOLKs

elite
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☞:Especially climate discussion sometimes becomes very confusional due to random

fluctuation at each year.However long years observing by averaging method can display clear

causalistic trend such as global temperature rise.This fact can be verified by mathematical

method applying fluid dynamical climate.

http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Global-Surface-Temperature_GST_Fluctuation-Analysis.pdf

⒝Focus Few,but Strong Climate Agenda.
In this world,there are many climate activists organizations in national and international,

however they can not accomplish CO2 pulling dow,but fact is monotonous increasing.

Why they can not ??.It is lack of strong solidarity making with a TRUTH(A,B).

Once they would have agreed and made strong focus on the climate agenda,those

organization become unique and grow overwhelmingly at once.

⒞global declaration of climate wartime by global scientists altogether.
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-scientists-declaration-on-deadly-climate-facts-has-been-intercepting-the-salvation.pdf

http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transition-without-confusions.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

⒟Begin from small familiar region toward global action realization.
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Accomplish-Global-Climate-Action-toward-Effective-Fixing.pdf

⒠If Michael Jackson and John Lennon were Alive !!.

Michael made environment warning songs and social care one,while Lennon made social

revolution one.Once such internationally famous someone addressed political and climate

emergency,their influence could be global at once and altogether.Author once inspired

climate crisis recognition not by climate scientists,but by Brazilian Prophet Jucelino,N.L and

by following prophetic musics.The last is indication of methane catastrophe(fireball earth).

Save the children by Marvin Gaye
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEA-m4kibzM

Jumping' Jack Flash
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbT1k5DYYds

Vers la Flamme ( Scriabin )
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw
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⒡You Have Been Causing People only Uneasy !!<Awareness on Climate Hell World>.

Disabling people’s action is caused by nothing motive.Or,by anyhow,make people to
consider action something no benefit or dangerous, then people will become no action

due to stop their imagination.Mind control is interfering imagination process.

In this world,there are people who entirely belive foot on ground is absolutely stable,but

possible to fluctuate by earthquake.Some of sch foreigners become neuroses by facing

earthquake in Japan and escape to home nation.Such them,they can not allow foot on

ground fluctuating by anyhow.Note mankind has been believing stable climate since their

birth(100thousands? years ago),so most of many could not imagine climate would really

turn to be hell.Or they curiously become easy due to seeing no fear of massive others

in hearing climate hell(ensemble synchronized paralyzing).In fact,a big decision making
needs strong motive due to wants or fear.In recent world seems to have become terribly and

massively incompetent in their imagination power due to popularize visualization by

electronics,TV,video recorder,and smart-phone. A picture is to see,but not imagine !.

Also modernization of life without nature had caused losing sense of wild animal manner.

Especially note climate scientists seem that even they could not fear for own death in

climate hell.There is a matter why they did not anticipate accusing from people for their

responsibility in coming full climate hell era.Now author has been accusing elementary

particle physicists and climate one for their injustice in hiding truth,as the consequence,

anonymous their body guard began to attack him by interfering his work and life in very

insidious ways for recent years,as for which,police will not work due to secret CIA order in

Japan(the nation still occupied by US military governance since after the war).Now this

theme of fear on climate hell could be film maker and scenario writer project, who

synthesize climate hell world by hearing possible topics from climate scientists and by

collecting news film on past climate disasters with people.

⒢Belive Your Naive Intuition and Follow it with Betting Own Life !.
This is decisive problem of do or die for all of you !.However you may hesitate to make

decision due to without clear and strong confidence.Author was happened to be

mathematical physicist to understand detail of climate dynamics.The dynamics told
possibility of rapid climate collapse,unless urgent countermeasure.Then such as

technological realization possibility of Arctic Cooling and 100% renewable energy are his

decisive hope.However even though,he is innocent on observable regional climate reality,

chemical and biological climate environments the very vast and very complicated one.

Thereby he can not escape from fear for missing something very fatal factors influencing

climate dynamics<or good something that could be effective to mending climate such as



strong CO2 absorbing algae or microbe in marine>.After all,the last element for the decision

may be naive intuition as for observed disasterous climate events in the world. It clearly
becomes wilder in year by year for everyone.

⒣From subjective fact to objective one by group discussion toward larger unite.
Isolated individual thinking(subjective)is to sometime become wrong due to no others

correcting on mistakes.Thus collective discussion is effective to make larger consensus.

In the other hand,collective thinking sometimes make big mistake due to stop thinking.

Because people tend to easily consider it true without sufficient confirmation that many

people agree<ensemble synchronized paralyzing>.

☞:trickster.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trickster

Sometimes traditional society has been going wrong in some matter and many could not

notice it,and then so called trickster appeared to claim opposing the tradition.Then people is

to be awaken by the trickster.Things must be reexamined carefully by view from top and

bottom,left to right.Note author is not trickster,but try to be unify-er of Imminent Highest
Priority Task such as agenda A by Arctic Methane Emergency Group in UK and agenda B
by Dr Lester Brown(the plan B).

Mathew 5:37,

Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:

anything more than this comes from the evil one.



APPENDIX-1:How to Connect Business as Usual to Climate Operation AB
These are recent news on the climate with scientists,politician,people and entrepreneur.

After all,they altogether may confess it is all over with nothing !!.
Then Bill Gate told mitigating climate change would be impossible without the help of

government research and development.

Thereby in order to be possible,the rapid way is nothing but,global declaration of climate

wartime regime by scientists, politician,people and entrepreneur.

In fact,climate is far more than any wars,and that would cause global extermination .

In following quotations,red character and line are written by author.

⑴Climate: 700 French scientists launch a call
https://www.lemonde.fr/politique/article/2018/09/08/climat-700-scientifiques-francais-lancent

-un-appel_5351987_823448.html
Researchers and professors publish Saturday a forum in "Liberation" to ask political leaders to act on the environment.

⑵Climate: a second One Planet Summit in New York on September 26
https://www.latribune.fr/entreprises-finance/green-business/climat-un-deuxieme-one-planet-

summit-a-new-york-le-26-septembre-790414.html

"Climate action requires a collective response. Discipline and ambition are essential. We are going

through difficult times but solutions exist everywhere on the planet ", commented Emmanuel Macron,

quoted in the press release. " We must act together to encourage innovation, stimulate transformative

projects, bring together public and private investment, and deliver on our promises for the new generations.

It's time. It is our priority both economically and politically . We are ready to share this action now, "said the

French president.Two weeks after the resounding resignation of Nicolas Hulot, the Minister of the

Ecological and Solidarity Transition, deploring the lack of progress in environmental matters since the

election of Emmanuel Macron.

⑶Resignation of Nicolas Hulot: "Proof is made that the path of negotiation and
reform is a dead end"
https://www.lemonde.fr/idees/article/2018/09/07/demission-de-nicolas-hulot-preuve-est-faite

-que-la-voie-de-la-negociation-et-de-la-reforme-est-une-impasse_5351827_3232.html

⑷SO, YOU WANT TO END CAPITALISM? HERE’S HOW.
https://popularresistance.org/so-you-want-to-end-capitalism-heres-how/

There is a rising awareness that capitalism is at the root of many of the crises that we face, from

the economy to the environment and climate change to the absence of democracy. We need to



end capitalism to solve these crises. We speak with Emily Kawano, coordinator of the United

States Solidarity Economy Network, about how we are changing the economy right now, what

the end of capitalism (as a dominant part of the economy) would look like and how to answer

those who worry that it can’t or shouldn’t be done. Plus, we cover current news.

⑸BILL GATES: ONLY SOCIALISM CAN SAVE CLIMATE
https://popularresistance.org/bill-gates-only-socialism-can-save-climate-private-sector-is-inept/

Bill Gates Explains Why The Climate Crisis Will Not Be Solved By The Free Market.
In a recent interview with The Atlantic, billionaire tech magnate Bill Gates announced his

game plan to spend $2 billion of his own wealth on green energy investments, and called on

his fellow private sector billionaires to help make the U.S. fossil-free by 2050. But in doing so,

Gates admitted that the private sector is too selfish and inefficient to do the work on its own,

and that mitigating climate change would be impossible without the help of government

research and development.

⑹Climate-driven growth would generate $ 26 trillion
https://usbeketrica.com/article/une-croissance-tournee-vers-le-climat-genererait-26-000-mill

iards-de-dollars

$ 26 trillion would promote Climate War Boom in the world(author writes).

Postscript:
Once people awaken and recognized truth of crisis,people would turn to do their best fight.

Economy at now in the world may be last gorgeous(?) supper of death penalty prisoners of

us,while challenging climate wartime regime declaration would be something jumping from

cliff with safety wire.Once having accomplished transition,a relaxation and tension would

start toward exciting world of challenging technology innovations and new culture society.

Climate wartime regime is to focus on global operation (AB).The necessary technology

coarsely can be told almost established at now in operation A(new energy).However there

may be more possibility to improve in solar panel and wind turbine,etc.

Arctic cooling engineering is certainly outrageous in its geometrical scale,but not impossible.

Technology B must be urgently more surveyed by casting global best ability.
Another task is to assure people”s minimum life without former wasteful life way<very

coarsely to tell,job is making foods and energy with low energy logistics>,which turn to

create more holiday toward new culture era. In a sense,it might be retro recovering of old

simple life way with new energy and communication tool.



*Note the Arctic Ocean must be extremely sever battle field of constructing outrageous scale

of ice wall.Then USA,EU,..., and Russia must turn over the cold war regime to constructing

ice wall operation in East Siberian Arctic Shelf to rapidly intercept awful Methane burst !!.

After all,to be or not to be entirely depends on its success.


